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Today here are some variations on that old proverb—"A stitch in time saves

nine." Here are suggestions on taking care of your clothes so they'll last longer

—

suggestions from home economists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

As you know, many consumers are helping in the National Defense Program these

days simply by conserving everyday civilian supplies, such as clothing, and food,

and house furnishings, and equipment.

But let me get right down to the suggestions about clothing from Ruth O'Brien

chief of the Textiles and Clothing Division of the Department of Agriculture's

Bureau of Home Economics.

First of all she gives a tip on wise buying. She says:

"If you plan clothing purchases wisely, and buy each garment carefully, your

wardrobe is bound to be better assembled than if you buy haphazardly and do not

check points of quality. Also you'll be better dressed on less money.

"Today the need is greater than ever to buy clothes that live—that is,

dresses and coats tbet will be wearable for several seasons. So you'll probably

want to look especially for substantial materials in garments—classically simple

lines, and basic colors. And since clothing may have to last longer than usual,

you'll want to avoid novelties that go out of style in a season or less."

And now—for care of clothing.

First, you'll '-ant to know what the fabric in a garment is made of— so you

can take ere of it intelligently. you know— the way you clean a garment— the

way you press it—the "ay you take out spots—even the "ay you store it varies
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with the fibers in the fabric. And you'll want to know how much the garment is

likely to shrink. And what special finishes, if any, have been applied to the ma-

terial. The best places to find out facts about all these points is from informa-

tive labels, and from clerks and store buyers.

And now just a few highlights on washing wool, rayon, and cotton.

First, wool. Wool is a precious fiber right now, so don't take any chances

on ruining a good piece by wrong washing. A wool garment needs careful handling

when it is damp. If you handle it roughly, or use harsh soap, or put it in hot

water, or even change the temperature of the wash water too much the wool may be-

come hard or "boardy".

That is, the little scales on the surface of the wool fibers lock into each

other. This is called locking or felting and results in shrinking of the material.

And once a piece of wool becomes felted—there's practically nothing you can do to

restore it. If you try to stretch the garment back to its original shape and size

after it once shrinks this way, the fibers break into short pieces. And these short

pieces will soon work out and leave the cloth weak.

So much for the wrong way. How, here's the right v-ay to wash wool. Use

warm, soft water, both for washing and for rinsing. Use mild soap. And when the

wool is damp, squeeze the suds through the cloth. Don't rub the garment. Dry in a

warm place, but not near a fire or in direct sunlight. Stretch knit garments into

shape while they are damp, then lay them out flat to dry. Press other wool gar-

ments while they are still damp with a medium hot iron and a pressing cloth.

Now a word about rayon. Of course, some rayons are not washable at all.

They need to be dry cleaned. But for washable rayon, use heavy luke-warm suds of

neutral soap. Do not rub. Handle with care while wet. And rinse in water the

same temperature as the • ash -ater.
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Use a moderately warm iron when you iron any rayon. And if the rayon you

pre washing is the kind that's called "acetate rayon", he extremely careful ahout

the iron temperature. This type or rayon just melts away when the iron gets too

hot. So try the iron first on an edge of the seam or the back of the hem if you

aren't quite sure.

And now, some suggestions about cotton. During the lifetime of a cotton

garment, it goes into the washtub hundreds of times. So colored cottons need to be

fast to washing and to sunlight if they are going to be used for very long. Be

sure a cotton garment has a guarantee not to shrink more than 2 percent—if you ex-

pect it to keep its good fit after washing. So here again, look for definite shrink

age and facts about fastness of color on printed labels on readymades, or on the

selvage or bolt ends of yard goods.

If cottons are not labeled color fast to washing, the chances are they'll

need special laundering attention. For not only will they fade. They're also

likely to "bleed" on other garments if you wash them in the same water with other

clothe s.

The best way to wash non-colorfast cottons is this. Handle them quickly.

T

.v"ash them in '-'arm water. Never so?k thern. And see that they dry quickly.

Perhaps you've heard of the custom of soaking materials in a solution of

salt and water to set the color in cotton materials. Textile experts say that

there's nothing to this idea. It doesn't work; it's a waste of salt; and the soak-

ing probably will take out some of the color.

And now just one final tip— about that actual "stitch in time." ''.Tien you

make a dress, or have a readymade dress altered, save any scraps of leftover ma-

terial. They'll come in handy when you i ant to mend. You can use them for patches,

or ravel them out and use the thread to do invisible repair work on the garment.
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